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Industrial robots are reliable machines for
manufacturing tasks such as welding, panting, assembly,
palletizing or kitting operations. They are traditionally
programmed by an operator using a teach pendant in a
point-to-point scheme with limited sensing capabilities such
as industrial vision systems and force/torque sensing.
Today, robots can react to environment changes specific to
their task domain but are still unable to learn skills to
effectively use their current knowledge. The need for such
a skill in unstructured environments where knowledge can
be acquired and enhanced is desirable so that robots can
effectively interact in multimodal real-world scenarios.
In this talk, we present an alternative approach based on Artificial Neural Networks to
embed and effectively enhance knowledge into industrial robots working in manufacturing
scenarios namely assembly and welding operations. During learning, the robot uses its
sensorial capabilities resembling a human operator to successfully accomplish the requested
operation. An important part of the work relies on the effective use of Artificial Intelligence
embedded into Industrial Robots working in collaboration with either humans or other industrial
robots.
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